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Abstract: Among a great many mathematical models of the type “predator-victim”, a special place is reserved
for demo-genetic models, since they deal with forecasting crop yields for transgenic crop species. Modeling
results are much impacted, apart from the lag effect, by interspecific and intraspecific competition, both among
pests and plant resources. The aim of this work is constructing a model for the spatial-temporal dynamics of
the society of corn (regular and transgenic), which is inclusive of non-local interactions between them;
depending  on  the mechanisms underlying the model, explore the conditions of occurrence of patchiness in
the spatial distribution of corn.
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INTRODUCTION Constructing the model. Currently, methods inspired

In a whole range of problems [1], it is believed that areas  of  science  and  technology  [4].  Let our
propagation  takes  place  not  all over the space but on population, of corn, for instance, grow in a physical space
the  region’s  border  or  particular  surfaces  inside  it. L (a section of the field). We shall construct  a  corn
This leads to the propagation of the wave mainly along dynamics model by  analogy  with  the Tuzinkevich-
those borders or, in  any  case, the propagation of the Frisman  models  [5]. It is natural to consider this space as
wave  throughout  is  defined  by  surface  phenomena. two-dimensional.
An analogous situation occurs in the ocean, where the The initial distribution for agricultural cultures is
propagation of a whole range of species occurs only in always homogeneous. Let R(x,y) be the density of the
the near-surface layer [2, 3]. biomass at the point M(x,y).

The  heterogeneity  of the distribution of biomass In most demo-genetic models, the direction of
within  a  population,  both  in  imitation models and movement is not determined and is explained by the
demo-genetic models, is explained by the occurrence of inhomogeneity of distribution [6, 7]. Let us derive an
diffusional instability as a result of inhomogeneous equation for the dynamics of the density of the biomass
concentration, which can serve as the beginning of using the analogy with the derivation of logistic equation
formation of dissipative structures. [1]. Let us suppose that at each point of the space M(x,y)

Varied concentration of plants on the field can two processes occur: a gain in biomass at a rate of µ and
depend on the  following  factors: lag processes, which a  decline  in  biomass at a rate of d. The equation for
are typical of annual crops and are behind the uneven biomass density gains at point (x,y) over the time t has
growth and development of plants, as well as patchiness, the following form:
which occurs due to different sizes of transgenic and
regular crop species and competition between them. R(x,y,t) = µ(x,y) t -d(x,y) t. (1)

by natural systems  are  widely applied virtually in all
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We shall assume that at point N(x ,y ) corn grows at The dynamics equation includes the kernels and .* *

a rate  that is  proportional to its density R x ,y ,t) [5, 6] In the event when the space is isotropic and( * *

(i.e. the total gain in biomass over the time t is homogeneous, the kernels and depend only on the

 = aR x ,y ,t) t, (2) form for the kernel in this case is the Gaussian curve 0
 ( * *

where a is the coefficient of proportionality, which is  = s  exp(-||M-N|| /q ), (6)
equivalent  to  the population’s reproductive potential),
but note that they concurrently have an impact on where s defines the height and q  defines the half-width
neighboring points. Let  be the share of the biomass of the kernel.0

from the point N, which has an effect on M. Hence, if at
the point N the plant increases its biomass by the However, in reality plants cannot exercise their
quantity  then  in  this  case there grows into the point influence at points that are very far from them; we can0,

M a biomass in the amount of always provide such r . that at ||M-N||>r will be =0.

 = = *a R(x,y,t) t. (3) differential  equations,  which  is  inclusive  of  plants’1 0 0 0

The  growth  of  the  biological resource is impeded and vegetative (or seed) propagation [4].
by shortage of natural factors [8,9]: total evaporation, The distributed model (4.1) is naturally corresponded
solar radiation, air temperature, soil characteristics and to by the local model
mineral nutrition elements (nitrogen, phosphorus, , (7)
potassium). This is defined as the process of degradation
of the biomass-d(x,y) t [5]. We shall assume that the
suppression of corn’s biomass at the point M is caused where i=1,2 (r=0), Gi(t,1) 0.
by competitive impacts within the species, i.e. plants The dynamic behavior of the local model (5), when
positioned at neighboring points. Let us assume that the parameter =1 (the sensitivity of the suppressed
plants at the point N cause competitive suppression of biomass to competitive impact) is well-known; therefore,
biomass growth at the point M at a rate proportional to we want to know what additional dynamic modes occur in
the product of the densities of effective biomasses at the distributed model at various values of .
these points. Thus, over the time t biomass growth at For two identical competing species, there can be no
the point M ends up being suppressed by the quantity loss in the stability of a stationary solution with the

, (4) the distribution of the biomass are characterized by the

where  reflects (like  above) a reduction in the impact interspecific competition [8].0 0

of the point N with increase in the distance to it, R*(x,y,t) Let us examine the distribution of the biomass
and R*(x ,y ,t) are the effective densities of the densities of transgenic corn and regular corn under* *

suppressed and suppressing biomasses, b is the different parameters for interspecific competition.
coefficient of proportionality. Ripening time for corn is 130 days; we shall take the

To get the total gain in biomass at the point M, let us coefficients for internal competition as equal; the field’s
sum biomass gains into the point M from all the plants, i.e. shape will be rectangular.
integrate over the region L: Note that in the growth of cereal crop species, the

(5). height does.

At ij=1.2, we get a two-species society. the    space    [100-103].  The   number   of   refuges   is 16.

distance (||M-N||) between the points M and N. A natural

2

The analytical model is a system of integro-

non-local   competition   for   life-sustaining  resources

i

i

formation of a non-stationary solution. All differences in

ratio between the parameters of intraspecific and

stem diameter reaches its maximum faster than the plant’s

The  initial  densities  of   plants’  dry biomass
R°=1500 hwt/km  and the total size of the borer population2

N°=2.948×10  borers/km   were  evenly  distributed   over6 2
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Fig 3: The distribution of the densities of regular and transgenic corn at t=10 and t=80.

The coefficients for interspecific competition are greater 2. Alekseenko, E., B. Roux, A., Sukhinov, R., Kotarba
than  those   for  internal  competition   for  both species; and D. Fougere, 2013. Coastal hydrodynamics in a
we also need to take into account  that the coefficient for windy lagoon. Computers and Fluids, 77: 24.
transgenic corn’s interspecific competition is greater than 3. Debol'skaya, E.I., E.V. Yakushev and A.I. Sukhinov,
that for regular corn. Figure 1 below illustrates the 2005. Formation of fish kills and anaerobic conditions
distribution of the densities of both species of corn at in the Sea of Azov. Water Resources, 32(2): 151.
different time intervals. As we can see, the populations of 4. Kazharov, A.A. and V.M. Kureichik, 2010. Ant
both  species  of  corn  are  distributed over the space colony optimization algorithms for solving
with the  same  density  in  the  center of the “refuges” transportation problems. Journal of Computer and
[10]. Systems Sciences International, 49(1): 30-43.

One can judge the  density  of plant distribution by 5. Tuzinkevich, A.V. and E.Ya. Frisman, 1990.
the brightness of the colors. Dissipative structures and patchiness in spatial

If interspecific competition for both species is greater distribution of plants. Ecol. Modelling, 52: 207-223.
than intraspecific competition and the initial distribution 6. Tyutyunov, Yu., E. Zhadanovskaya, D. Bourguet and
of biomass densities is inhomogeneous, the space gets R. Arditi, 2008. Landscape refuges delay resistance of
divided into habitats-areas wherein one of the species the European corn borer to Bt-maize: a demo-genetic
pushes out its competitor. dynamic  model.   Theoretical  Population  Biology,

For patchiness to occur  there  has to be present in 74: 138-146.
the system of intraspecific non-local competition [11]. 7. Dombrovsky,  Yu.  and  Yu.  Tyutyunov, 1988. Spatial
This said,  it  is non-local interspecific competition that is structures and viability of a population system.
responsible for the formation of solutions non-stationary Studia Biophysica (Berlin), 126: 123-130.
in time. In this regard, the region in the space of 8. Lyapunova, I.A., 2010.  The  Stability  of the Model
parameters for which a solution non-stationary in time for Spatial Distribution of Corn in view of Delay
occurs in bifurcation is really small. The spatial structure Processes. Izvestiya Yuzhnogo federalnogo
of interspecific competition defines the mutual positioning universiteta. Tekhnicheskiye nauki, 107N: 126-131.
of the density maximums of inhomogeneous spatial 9. Kazharova, I., 2007. Benchmark analysis to stability
solutions for competing species (whether one species’s of some biological models. VIII All-Russian
density maximums overlap with the other’s density conference of young scientists on mathematical
minimums or one species’s density maximums overlap modeling and information technologies, Novosibirsk
with the other’s maximums). In point of fact, when there is 10. Lyapunova, I.A., 2012. The Development of a
change in the radius of interspecific competition, the Program Complex for Forecasting Corn Crop Yields.
structure of inhomogeneous solutions periodically An SWorld collection of scientific works based on
rearranges itself. the materials of the international scientific-practical
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